Managers Keep Progress In Focus
Shopping center monogement firms locus on clients ond centers' health during the recovery period.
Moderated by Randall Shearin

opping Center Business recently held • Sandy Sigal, CEO of NewMm·k Merrill
a property management r~undtable Compmues. Based in Tarzm1a, California,
at the Los Angeles Athlet;J.c Club to tile company owns and manages approxiget an inside look at how retail properly mately 70 shopping centers, equating to
management has changed over tl1e last about 10 million square feet.
few years. Witl1 leasing more challenging,
that has put the pressure on retail prop- SCB: What are some changes you've
erty managers to perform wiili greater seen in property mm1agement pre- and
post-recession?
efficiency.
] olm Combs and Ste,·e Robertson
Attendees of ilie roundtable were:
• John Combs, principal of River Rock Roberts on: We may view it differently
Real Estate Group, .based in Newport because we are exclusively retail. Our cli- taken a lot of work and our clients have
Beach, California. Combs manages 21 ents have recognized that they need help become much needier for what we promillion square feet of mostly office, retail and the need to focus more on some of vide since we are driven by gross sales. We
the disciplines we bring to tllem. We've are getting a significantly greater number
and industrial space on the West Coast
• Steve Robertson of Shelter Bay Retail all seen significm1t numbers of requests of reporting figures of gross sales.
Group, a retail property management for renl relief. Our firm developed a procompany based in tl1e Sm1 Francisco Bay gram for dealing witl1 these rental relief SCB: Has iliatimpacted the 1'ents, even if
Area with more tl1an 50 shopping cen- requests, where we view tl1eir request for it helped d1e operational numbers?
ters under mm1agement, ·located mostly rental relief as an asset. We look to ou r
in California m1d Aiizona. The company tenants to provide us wiili detailed net op- Combs: Not very much. We will only
manages approximately 7 million squm·e erating income statements on a monilily give rent relief for 6-montl1 periods.
basis, and we require tl1em to bacl<. it up We've extended tl1at some, if our clients
feet
ta.'< returns as we review tl1eir leases are backing it up with montluy net operwitl1
• Karen Raquet, director ofproperly manin
detail.
If we feel tl1at rental relief is justi- ating income reports. We've had some
agement for J ones Lang L.1.Salle, which
fied,
then
we will amend ilieir leases. Hit's clients on rent relief for 2 to 3 years but
has approximately 72 million square feet
of retail and approximately 180 proper- not a tenant that would have been paying we can see what they need to give us. If
ties, including open-air, power centers, percentage rent nom1ally, we still require they are a bad tenant, we've used it as an
tl1em to start-reporting sales. We get rid of opportwuty to improve our tenm1t mix.
malls and b·m1sportation centers.
• Patrick Conn, president of tl1e property options and we put in clauses that if iliey As we .recover, and most of om- product
management group at Los Allgeles-based default on the rent relief it's all reinstated. is urban core, om occupm1cy levels have
Charles Dunn, which m anages about 21 There is some question about whed1er dran1atically improved witl1out <my great
million square feet of multifamily, office, ilie bankruptcy courts· will enforce iliat, decline in income. vVe have a far stronger
indusb·ial and retail space, primarily in but we haven't had to deal with iliat yet. tenant base as a result of that.
We wi ll deal wiili tenant exclusives but
California m1d Arizona.
we don't give rental relief to tenants tllat Raquet: From our perspective, it's an
won't agree to d10se issues or provide fi- opportunity to do more wiili less. Our
nancial docwnentation. Our clients have clients have ilie expectation iliat we're goviewed ilie progran1 we developed as an ing to provide tllem wiili value but also on
opportunity to clean up problems at ilieir a property level, our teams have smaller
shopping centers. We use exclusives, lack staffs and smaller budgets. As ilieir supof gross sales, lack of percentage rent and port mecha.tusm, our regional and corco-tenancy restrictions to get rid of signifi- porate tean1S are iliere to provide iliem
cant problems. Tlus difficult time period witl1 additional resources, support, trainis m1 opportunity to improve our centers, ing and economies. of scale due to ilie
and as we've come out ilie other end, our depth a.tld breadth of our organization.
clients are thrilled because iliei.r proper- It's sometlling our clients have come to
Patrick Conn and·Sandy Sigal.
ties have significantly in1proved. It has expect. It's an opportunity fo~ foiks. It

S
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can present challenges but also great oppmtunities for our clients to be creative
in the way that they h ave done their job
for years.

Sigal: I don't know that we've changed a
lot of what we've done. What we've done
has just started to become more appreciated and more critical. We've always had
the perspective that our end customer was
our customer's customer, which is the
shopper. Our goal is always to work with
our tenants make sure that they had the
best environment they could offer from a
shopping perspective - to demonstrate to
those tenants that needed help, how we .
would help them, but we receiv.e d rent
in return for that. When we talk about
sales reports, for 10 years we have collected !sales figures] so we have a good
basis. It was only the last 2 or 3 years that
we appreciate how much information we
had. When it comes time to renegotiating
leases, you realize times were tough but
they weren't as tough as first thought. Secondly, we were able to spot some trends
that gave us time to deal with problems,
which we may not have had time to deal
with if we didn't know h ow far ofT the
clifT our clients were going. The major
changes we implemented in the last couple of yecu· was making sure more of the
headquarters-driven data got pushed into
the field, as well as making sure our property mcu1agers - everyone who touched
the tenant - has a range of information.
One major investment .we made was in
the infrastructure to make sure that on
an iPad or laptop you could access lease
terms, sales, tenant reports, budgets, etc.,
so that you could get creative at the grow1d
level, not dictated from someone sitting an
oflice a couple hw1dred miles away.
Combs: The way I look at it is more
simplistic in that I look to the left of the
decimal point and the right of the decimal point. For property managers, they
focused on the right of the decimal point
before the last downturn. They were focused on operating expenses and getting
efficiencies. In the downturn, property
owners had to reduce staff and their real
estate departments so all of the sudden
the managers cu1d the leasing teams had
to start taking on more of the owners' responsibilities. People were thrown in to a
lot of centers - they had 80 centers instead
of 12. All of the sudden managers were
getting calls from businesses that were new
to the property and didn't know what had

happened in th e past. Then technology
hit the retail arena and manager started
dealing ~vilh it and e-marketing. ln the past
5 years, the manager's responsibility ballooned md they had to pick up for clients
when they started cutting to the right of the
clecimal point. They have now increased
leasing and everything else to the left of
the decimal point now that the economy
is recovering.
~onn: In addition to some of the respon-

sibilities, we've picked up more clients
that have distressed assets for receivers or
lenders directly. Often the property man-

ager is put in the role of detective to fmd
leases and contracts because tl1ey don't
have that past history. There's also a different focus for some temporary owners
to notjustenhance value but also preserve
it, so it requires some extra discipline given the lack of financial resources to stabilize a property on the limited information
you have to do it.
Robertson: Our experience really has
been a little different. We've always been
driven by gross sales. One of my frustrations as a third party manager is in.het~ting
what a client buys. Often, gross sales re-

Some of the assellypes have changed. We
have quite a few receivership properties
and so you're not looking to maximize,
just maintain stability. We don't always
have the opporltmity to upgrade in some
of d10se centers. You're trying to maintain
occupancy so you don't get in a situation
where you are coming below your thresholds. Has it changed dramatically? No,
we're just more nimble and we're looking
at ti::Wigs from a broader perspective.
Karen Haq uet and P<ttJirk Conn.

clefer certain maintenaJ1ce items or capital expenses to a future time. We have
to educate them that we can defer some
of d10se expenses wid10ut impacting the
property right now, but od1er times it
does make sense to take care of d1ese
issues now before they become bigger
issues. Wid1 111aJ1Y of our clients, there
has been an increased focus on cost aJld
making sure we aJ·e getting value for the
services. At tin1es, deferring items when
our preference would be to spend that
money now.

Sigal: A lot of disciplines we have are
the same we've had for 20 or 30 years,
porting has been negative. We're totally just now d1ey are critical, appreciated and Combs: We've been really lucky. We
driven by that, and have been totally driv- paid for. There are a lot of benefits that . have clients that have bought centers at the
en by gross sales for 30 years. We live by come from that. For a company like ours, wrong tin1e - at the height of the market
the reports. These last 5 years - while where half of the assets we own and the - d1at have horrific cash flow problems.
they have been more work - have given other half we manage, d1e idea is we only Even today, d1ose clients aJ"e much more
us a phenomenal opportunity to upgrade want to work for people who value us act- appreciative ;md grateful for suggestions
all of th~ centers, to the extent that we ing like an owner and are willing to pay aJld advice aJlcl collaborating on how we
have a slighdy reduced revenue stream. for us acting like an owner. Those who CaJ1 defer capital if it needs deferred to
We have worked with brokerage teams only see the property managers in a back- a time when there is cash flow. We also
and significandy improved [our centers] as ot:dle-house and accounting role, we are have tal<.cn over a 3 million-squaJ·e-foot
we've come out of the recession. I think not the right player for that. We have to retail portfolio. It was terribly mismanwe're in far better shape with higher rev- price d1at accordingly. We've been able aged. I don't find many properties we
enues in most of our properties today d1an to achieve the added cost of management have taken over where d1e maJ1agement
we were 5 years ago.
for what is called value-added services d1e has been done ve1y well. I hate d1at for
last few years because people aJ·e starting our indusfl·y, aJld I'm really critical of it.
SCB: Where do you ·bring value today as to .recognize its value. From a compaJ1Y W e come in <md look at staff plaJlS aJ1d
'a third party manager?
perspective, d1e ability to leverage across a how we CaJl deliver for that unique cliwider platform of assets has given us more ent and their needs, as well as all of d1e
Rober~son: Our role hasn't changed.
data- more sales data, more market data things that I mentioned eaJ·lier managMost of our clients treat us in an asset - aJld that makes our centers more valu- ers are asked to do today. CleaJ·ly, they
management role as well as a manage- able inclividually because we know what's want us to lever our portfolio across to
m.e nt role. Most of our institutional cli- going on in d1e trade area. Success for us get a lower cost of operating expenses
ents treat. us that way because frankly as' a management company is 'Does our for them so we bring value d1at way. Retheir asset managers may be incredibly center generate more inline per foot thaJ1 ally, just doing the job and knowing d1e
intelligent and highly educated, but d1ey the center across the street?' Because if tenants and who's in trouble, it's simple
have tremendously broad portfolios wid1 the center across the street is not being but d1ose are the things that creates d1e
all product types. Our role has not signifi- managed by us, did we add value if we're value for d1e owner who's not on site and
candy changed because we approach our working for ju~t on par? That is the value sometimes not local. We've staJted to see
management accounts as an asset value- proposition we offer. Now is d1e time to some of that deferred capital spent. Slowly
increase function and a revenue-increase invest aJ1d people aJ·e becoming more re- it's coming J:?ack and now d1ey can spend
function. The recession didn't change that alistic about having to pay for d1ings like some money, which is great.
veJy much for us.
marketing aJ1d upgrades aJ1d aclcli:ng amenities. That does show itself in rental rates. Robertson: Our biggest issue with ownRaquet: I agree; I don't dUnk our role Even in the recession we've seen what our ership is d1at most of our clients hire us
has changed. It's an opportunity for us centers aJ'e achieving versus what other not just for management. We've chosen
to look at our assets from a more strate- centers are achieving in the fl·ade area and not to do brokerage. How can Shelter Bay
gic standpoint We look to ourselves as there are significant differences.
have d1e best broker in every area we're
trusted advisors for our clients. vVe have
in? We always have a brokerage teaJn, an
some institutional clients and some clients SCB: vVhat are the biggest challenges ownership. team and management tean1.
that are being educated on retail. It's our with dealing with owners today? What is- vVe control the new leasing aJld renewal
responsibility to have the right people' in sues do you have when you go to them? process. Our most difficult time was in
the right positions and in some cases to
the ·first 3 yeaJ·s of the recession, in geteducate our clients on what retail is all Conn: Certainly there's been more fee ting owners to stay the course, not lower
about I don't think their expectations compression in recent years. Some of d1eir staJ1dards for the tenant mix. Retail is
have changed. They are a litde tougher our owners have been very focused on chaJ1ging. The appropriate tenaJlt mix in
on us when it comes to fees, certainly. cash flow to d1e extent that they want to each paJ·ticulaJ· center is different, ~hether
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it's a center that is proViding primarily
commodities or whether it's a specially
center. There are types of tenants and
certain tenants in each type don't have
an issue with lowering rents. The issue is
staying the course to convince the owners
with a slightly declined revenue not to fill
every hole With the wrong tenant and perpetuate a long-term problem. We've been
fairly successful in most of our properties.
I have a fit when the owners make bad
decisions. We have generally gotten tl1em
to hold the course. In deferring capital
expenditures, it's six-to-one, half~a-dozen
lo another. What is your·properly going to
have as a tenant mix and ultimately what
drives our induso-y? Gross sales. Our issue has been getting them to set their feet
in concrete, to look at the long-term plan
that we've developed to improve their
properly.
Ra quet: One of the thillhrs that we probably all pride ourselves in is being able to
tell our clients what they need to hear, and
not always what they want to hear. That
separates a poorly managed properly
from one that's well managed. You don't
alw<!ys have the most popular d iscussion
and it might not be somethlng that they
want to hear or the direction they want to
go in, but it's incumbent upon us to be
honest. In the end, if they make lhe decision that they would be looking to make
to begin ~~~th, we're a thlrd party manager
but at leasl we've advised them in the best
way we know.

SCB: At the property level, whal are the
biggest challenges?
Sigal : At the property level, the biggest
challenge is the integration of credit tenants and their marketing programs with
the smaller tenant and having them crossmarket and cross-pollinate. More and
more anchors have gone it alone and it's
harder and harder to get marketing meetings and get them to co-habitate. W e've
made that a big priority for us. We are
spending a fair amount of lime making J
sure that our smaller tenants have a table with the larger tenants and we find
ways to send out a consistent message to
the community. W e also have a big social marketing push to create a platform
around tl1e shopping centers, which has
a pay off. It's a little different between
what the big tenants need and what we
ll-y to provide them <md how much help

tl1ey want from us versus what tl1e smaller
tenants need. That's probably our biggest
challenge right now.

tl1at teclm ology or understanding. Getting
tl1em ~~th tl1e anchors is so important if
you can to improve in that area.

Combs : I totally agree about the mix and
cross-marketing between tlwse tenants that
have social media and understand it versus
those tltat don't. My 25-year-old daughter,
if she's going to buy something, before
she ever gets to the center she knows who
has the lowest price, <md when she get~
to tl1e store she goes on her phone and
looks to see if its still the best deal in tl1e
area. A lot of in.li.ne merchants don't have

SCB: What are you seeing in terms of
buying md selling of centers? Do you see
a lot of activity tl1ere recently?
Robertson : Very Little acti~ty. Cap rates
are dropping like a stone because there's
so much money looking for a home within
the bond market. Investors still appear to
love retail but we've see ve1-y Little come
out of the market. In Northern California,

in the last year, there h<J.ve only been 15
centers that have changed hands. That was
a quarterly event 5 to 6 years ago. People
are hanging onto their projects.

they would gel or the tenant<; they los!,
they being the owners. We're seeing ownership adjusting a bit on these and going
with qualily tenants U1at pay a lower rental
level. W e don't have a problem with lower
rental level as lo ng as it's a quality tenant.
!(they're just going to fill tl1e box, I have
c01miptions and oppose that strongly.
We're beginning to see tl1atin tl1e Central
Valley. For instance, )'vc're begilming to
see a lot more transactions done witl1 Dol1m· Tree and owners 5 years ago wouldn't
even speal{ to a D ollar Tree.

Raquet: We've seen the opposite, par-

ticularly with.regards to receivership properties. Last year, we transitioned two malls
the entire year and probably 40 open-air
centers. This year, we probably have lransitioned two open-air centers so far and
half a dozen malls. We've seen a lot of
activity in the more distressed properties.
We also have quite a few clients looking for products. I think some product
is finally going to be corning onto the
market but there are also 50 bidders on
any Class A or B centers coming on the
market. There's just such competition oul
there for every asset that makes it to the
market.

SCB: Is evetyone in here active in managing properties in receivership or distressed properties?
Robertson: We've handled some, but

it's notour prefen·ed Lype of property. We
have existing client<; that we will hanqle
those projects for them, but it's the interim
solution. We provide a dilferent range
of services that we aren't able to provide
when it comes to those properties. We are
happy to do cvetything we can but most
of the special servicers want to move it
out right now.

Sigal: V\Te have a business that deals
with some distress, so we have a special
sctvicer busi.riess. You've got to handle
that separately from your normal properly
management perspective. As far as malls,
wejusl bought a mall, but we're not buying
it to operate it as a mall, we're buying it to
have sometl1ing different. The trutl1 is, as
far as selling product, most managementintensive products aren't selling at a level
that would be satisfying to the owners. W e
keep our own stuff. I just tl1ink that you
are seeing things work their way through
the cycle. We bought more in the last 2
months than we've bought the last 2.5
years. All three were off-market deals
- two were bank-owned and one was a
special situation. T hey are starting to clear
the slates and that will start a ripple effect
that will carry tlu·ough to where they'll start
seeing more transactions.
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John Combs ami Steve Robertson.

SCB: A lot of what we are seeing are
properties that have not been ~videly
markeled.
Combs: Fron1 a wide market pel~<;pec

tive, it's been a vety slow first quarter in
all areas. W e haven't seen a lot of transactions or activity.

SCB: What retailers do you see who are
active?
Robertson: Furniture and home fur-

nishings. It's pretty broad across tl1e
board. Restaurants are moving back into
tl1e market. Grocery stores are back, although they are beating you up on pricing. W e're seeing a return of frequency
of ln msaction in core urban areas, not
throughout tl1e Central Valley and not in
the Inland Empire, bul to where it was 5
years ago. In the core urban at·eas, we're
seeing rental rates back into tl1e levels we
were achieving 4. or 5 years ago. We've
done a signific<mt number of transactions
so far tl1is year in tl1e $3.50-$6 range.
Conn: .Just to add onto your comments
about I:,'Towth in mban areas, we're definitely seeing that o pportunity. Rural, subw·ban markets arc still relatively flat o n
leasing. There are centers that were developed in areas in anticipation of growth of
housing tl1al hasn't occurred. Those particular centers in those locations arc still
challenged. There's not a lot of demand
that we're seeing to fill some of the big-box
tenants that have downsized or just can't
support the business.
Robertson: Just in the last few months,

we're seeing good tenants but tenants tl1at
don't pay tl1e same revenue level as was
projected or tl1e ten~L that they thought

Sigal: Our leasing activity last year was
double tl1e year before. We're up again
this quarter. W e're il1 California, Colorado m1d Illinois and there is good traction across tl1e board. There are still not
a lot of small tenants. We've got a lot of
phone calls but from tenants that don't
have cash. W e're doing multiple deals
on the credit ti·ont and tl1ere's a lot of
new Len ant.~ jumping to new markets. For
exru11ple, Ross Dress for Less went into
Chicago ru1cl Walmrut is doing a grocc1y
store out here. In 3 years, we have 85 CVS
slores. Tenants thai have resources look
at this as a real estate opportunity Lo get
into markets they haven't been able to get
il1to, but only for Class A sites. T here's
a big fall off. T here's not an A and B
ru1ymorc, there's A and F. We really sec
that in pricing.
Raquet: Our lola! b·;msactions ru·e up

by one-thit·d last yeru·. W e ru·e finding,
though, Utal !he leases <u·e shorter term.
Where it may have been a standard l 0year renewal, 5-year renewal or 7-yeru·
deal, the terms ru·e timch shorter, which
obviously incre<ises the number of b·ansactions, pru·ticulru·ly on the mall side. O n
the open-air side, that's diiTerent. On the
mall side we're finding shorter-term renewals, which creates more transactions.
Absolutely, we've seen ru1 upsmge in
leasing.
Combs: For spaces with a credit tenru1t

in tow but they cru1't process the space as
fast as tl1ey need to, om lru1dlords ru·e offeringTJ and having us build oul d1e space
where typically they would be doing it, just
because tl1ey can'tget it all done. They ru·e
just so understaffed. at d1e retailer level.
We're seeiug tl1at really improve leasil1g
activity for the credit tenants where we
e<Ul o!Ter tl1aL and expedite tl1em getting
in by d1eir deadlines where typically you

wouldn't have done that before.
SCB: \Vhat's helping you lure new tenants in this economic environment?
Sigal: For us, sign calls are a good indicator of activity but not a good indicator
whether we?re going to be able to lease
space to someone you \>Yant to lease it to.
We're much more targeted then we have
ever been. We have centers where d1at is
effective. We have one in Melrose Park
[California] that we just did a redevelopment on and we picked the tenant. It's a
luxwy we have. There are other centers
where there's much more convincing.
There's been much more education involved there. As w~'ve gone through the
cycle, if you have the right location and
provide the right environment, you are
going to get the right mix as long as you
are patient. That's driven a good amount
of activity for us. On d1e tougher sites, and
we all have tough sites, it's a function of
n1aking the best of a bad situation. I'll take
the lower price for the better tenant who
hopefully can be the draw. I've done a lot
of dollar stores and other deals d1at draw a
tremendous amount of traffic. They might
not pay as much rent, but they draw d1e
traffic and my other tenants can get the
benefit of that
Raquet: We have some very good centers, but one of ,the things we've found
is we the industry has been out of the
development business for a 2- or 3-year
period, and now we have opportunities
and clients that are looking to take their
properties to the next level. We have
three full-time developers that are really
redevelopers and taking vacant anchors
or large spaces and looking for opportunities and calling Target saying 'Your
closest store is 30 miles from this center
and here's a great opportunity for you'
and getting a lot of activity that way. Sears
stor~s are another great opportunity for
us. We've had d1at opportunity in quite a
few properties ~vithin our portfolio.
Robertson: We aren't developers per
se; we have developed some shopping
centers for clients, but we are always
working on redevelopment of existing
centers and building new buildings at the
centers. We are seeing a real increase in
our clients willing to spend money on redevelopment. Not without a tenant; we
pre-lease substantially, if not 100 percent.
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But we're seeing a tremendous amount of
renovation of existing centers for appearance and on parking lot layout. Parking
lot layout can make leasing certain spaces
impossible because of the inconvenience.
We're now getting our clients to understa{ld that that's a significant problem and
there's somed1ing you can do about it.
They weren't willing to do that 5 years
ago when times were rolling.
SCB: Are there changes that have helped
you over d1e past couple of years better
manage properties, in terms of technology
and the way people do business now?
Sigal: Starting 4 years ago, we developed
a portal that took all the infonnation that
was being generated in the field out of
accounting, out of marketing and consolidated it so that we had .the ability to push
down information into the field to our investors directly. We now have a portal d1at
under one inte1face gives us access to an
incredible '!.mount of information in real
time. That's been a real pick up for us to
the extent that we have good workloads.
It's helped us out as a company because
where accounting used to field a lot of
calls and get a lot of requests for infonnation, a lot of d1al is now available online.
Thal was a big investment for us but il
paid off and we couldn't find anything off
the shelf that fit tl1e bill. E.1.ch accounting company said they had it, then the
check scanning guys said they had it but
they all had different interfaces and no
one wanted to learn four different interfaces. That's been a big plus for us and it's
translated into sales repotting online by
many of our tenants. Today, it's rare that
I go into the flle cabinet. The tough part
of it is the amount of disciplines tl1at you
have to wrap up, fmding a programmer
who understands property management,
commitment from a capital side to invest
and the patience of tl1e accounting department. For us, it's been a huge sales feature because it's somed1ing we can bring
ford1 and say this is what we do and it
has helped us vvith lenders. In the real
time, our staff meetings, which used to
all be on paper, arc now on d1e screen
and drilled down.
Combs: We're using so much digital photography just through handheld
phones and iPads, etc., that we've moved
to a cloud because it tak.es up so much
space on d1e server. Our construction

management reports every week include
pictures now. A lot of tl1e clients are long
distance and d1ey appreciate tl1at we are
visual people. If d1ere's a problem, we
can see it in a picture or a video. The
digital component of photography is helping us explain our story and expediting
approvals.
Conn: One of tl1e keys of our property
management business is being able to
operate efficiently. This technology and
paperless scanning have allowed us to do
d1at and to respond wid1 faster approvals. It's sometl1ing we have to do to stay
profitable.
SCB: What about managing a large portfolio? How do you look at d1at in terms
of efficiency and mal<.i.ng sure things are
streamlined around the same standards?
Raquet: We really have to customize
[reporting] depending on the client. Some
clients are very demanding and some arc
still looking for paper. Then you have
other clients where everydung is teclmology based. It really depends on tl1e client.
What we try to do is have om practices
and standardized processes that can be
amended depending on d1e client. As
much as we'd like to standardize, we really
do customize depending on the client.
SCB: How about in smaller portfolios?
Raquet: I'm fortunate witl1in my company tl1at I know we have tl1ese technological advances and our institutional clients are happy. I know I have access to
phenomenal information tl1at was difficult
to achieve before. I have been fortunate
to move myself to a role where I am fully
transactional: I strategize vvith our clients;
~vith the brokers; I do tl1e lease transactions; I do acquisition and sale <malysis in
n·ansactions. If you ask me what system we
have for this center or that center, forget
it. That's the reality; I'm the dealmaker.
I kick dirt; I do construction management and those types of things. I know I
couldn't do d1ejob I'm doing today unless
we had these light years leaps in technological advancements in the last 20 years.
It's phenomenal.
Combs: One of the great things about a
third party solution for a property owner is
that we get tl1e opportunity to look up and
see the best practict;s of a Jot of different

- ,~
companies and a lot of different ways of
d<;>ing things and clients expect that. If you
hir~Jones Lang LaSalle or anyone with a
big portfolio, you want to know if you're
getting great ideas that worked on a property that they wouldn't see if they didn't
work with one of us. Three of us in the
room just picked up pieces of the Watt
portfolio, which was outsourced. I t wasn't
previously handled by another third party;
they were changing their entire way of doing business. They were very particular
about what they wanted in their reporting
and in the kind of people they wanted.
They wanted you to come in strong and
bold with what needed to be done. The
key on these portfolio plays is you've got
to have the right relationship manager that
can interface with that client, but also be a
knowledge officer to know the great things
that can be done with that portfolio from
what we've done elsewhere. That trend
of people that self-manage outsourcing is
going to continue. I know I'm biased because I win·when that happei,J.S, but I think
there's a lot to be said for best practicing
and offering that: knowledge.

SCB: Where are we in the cycle? W e're
out of the recession, but it still feels like
we have some morning fog. Where would
you say we are?
Sigal: The one thing that's troubling to
us is that there hasn't been a great clearing of assets. Unlike other cycles where
assets were re-priced and rents were repriced, we just felt like 'Okay, we had a
bad couple of years and we've cleaned it
up.' Some of the markets still have a ways
to go. I see a fundamental discmmect in
sales and occupancy. Occupancy costs are
still high in some cases compared to what
sales are, and I'm not seeing a huge positive sales trend in some cases. Specifically,
I love Colorado. I think the market didn't
get as overinflated there and didn't have a
huge boom. We've done very well there.
In the inner city in Chicago, we've done
extremely well. On the outskirts we've
done not so well. In the projects we own in
inner Los Angeles, we've done very well.
Orange County has been good for us. It's
been difficult to put that genie back in
the bottle. I'm encmrraged because of our
management portfolio, I see transactions
starting to move and people starting to get
deal fatigue and in talking to our banks
I think they have taken enough profits
where they c<U1 move product through.

Over the next year or two I think you'll
see projects clear and a resetting of rents
in some of these overinflated areas. In
San Diego, we have a bw1ch of properties
that we own and manage and rents are still
high. There's still a lot of tenant interest
but sales just aren't quite there yet in some
of our markets. It's a mixed-bag.
Raquet: I would agree. We're finding

that with properties across the conntry Texas has almost been recession proof.
There have been significant increases in
the Texas market. In Florida, we have several properties in Miami and Orlando that
are doing very well. New England is still
struggling. We haven't seen a lot of growth
but thankfully we haven't seen huge dips
either. Open-air, for the most part, across
om portfolio has been fairly steady. Some
malls have been extremely challenged,
just depending on the geographic area.
But it really is geographic and it even boils
down to particular areas and counties. It's
A to F, absolutely.
Conn: A lot of the strength of our centers
are indirectly impacted by employinent.
In fact, most properties are. In tl10se markets where they are still struggling with
employment, it's going to take a lot longer
for them to get through this cycle. While
I see more activity and optimism now, I
think until we get through this next election there's still going to be some trepidation or uncertainty on buyers,· sellers
and tenants for conunitting to long-term
deals.

SCB: In other sectors, such as multifamily, you have institutional investors there
that are only looking at the top 15 markets
or so. Do you hear that from your clients
who are in retail?
Raquet: We haven't particularly found
tl1at. If there's a strong property to be had,

we had a client that just went into North
Dakota that thought they would never
leave the East Coast. From our perspective, they are looking for the right opportunity and if it's tl1ere, I don't see someone
saying 'I don't want to go into a particular
area.' Maybe California is different geographically but we haven't fonnd that as
a rule across the country.

Robertson: Om clients can't fmd prod-

uct either, but contrary to your experience, ~e're medium-sized in a specialized market. Om clients tend to be very
geographically oriented. They will not
go within cities. We have one client in
particular with projects aroup.d the country and we handle all of their California
projects, but they have a demographic rating of areas: A, B and C. They won't go
to a C area if you lined up the best line
up of tenants you ever saw because they
have no faith long-term. They want to see
it, regardless of if its an A area. There's
particular system they have developed for
their analysis. It's the Class B areas tha~
are interesting and we always find that a
challenge. When they have a project they
W<.e and they come out here to look at it,
then it becomes our challenge to break
down why are particular product type may
or may not work in that area. I think as
a result, and possibly just because we are
prin1arily in the core areas, we haven't
had the same challenges you are hearing.
We also have clients who own some of
these centers in other areas that are ready
to move on when the market in1proves.
We have tlu·ee shopping centers around
Sacramento that are hot-as a pistol. One
is fully leased, one has one vacancy and
one has a few vacancies but they are disappearing. Five miles away, we can't deal
with tl1em.

Sigal: Red lining of areas is why some institutions get into the trouble they do. Sacramento has been an area a lot of people
are worried about. We're about to buy a
center tl1ere and have one there already,
and they are both fine areas. One is a
turnaround for reasons that have nothing
to do with the property. Our business is
so micro when you really look at it. There
are some obvious places you don't want to
own real estate because no property manager would feel safe being there. Thirty
years ago, you'd go into these areas and
everyone wanted to be in the really nice
neighborhoods and everyone realized
tl1e density and the buying power. Really
the growth is in the areas that don't look
so nice but really have sales volume and
frankly the rents aren't inflated. SCB

Combs: The big thing we keep hearing
is 'we can't find product to buy.' A lot
hasn't hit the market yet.
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